In [Fe] , Theorem 2.8.18, Federer introduces conditions on the metric space (M,d) such that the following important result holds true.
(1) Theorem.
Let the function f : M ~ t be integrable on bounded Borel sets. Then there exists a null set N such that for all r > ° and all x € M\N the closed ball ~ ~ B(x,r) with radius r and centre x has positive ~-measure. Moreover, the limit A Riemannian manifold (of class ~ 2) with its usual metric (cf. [Hi] of L2(M,~). It yields null sets N~I) , k € ill, such that the limit
exists for all x € M\Nk and all k € lli. Each function ~k extends to an everywhere defined representant of the equivalence class Vv k .
Since \Vv k
and because of relation (2.ii) we get a null set N such that
In the next lemma we put the measure theory needed for the announced main result of the paper. 
The proof of part a) is a consequence of the definition of the functions ~k and of relation (3.iii).
In order to prove b) we take x € M\N . Then for each r > 0 the inequality
is valid. It yields the estimate
and hence by (2.i), e (r) € R(X). 
We now came to the main result of this paper. Proof.
00
Let f E R(X) and put Vf = I (f,vk)CPk' So obviously Vf E Vf. One of the authors (De Graaf) has set up a new theory of generalized functions, [G] . This theory is based on holomorphic semigroups. Each nonnegative selfadjoint operator A in a Hilbert space X gives rise to a space of generalized functions TX A' In [G] each generalized function F is an initial condition ,
The corresponding solution u F has to satisfy uF(t) € X, t > 0, and , Based on this theory of generalized functions, a theory of generalized eigenfunctions has been developed, see [EG] , where a central role is played by Theorem (5) and by the so called commutative multiplicity theory (cf. [Br] ).
The main result in [EG] can be stated as follows:
-tA ' Let A be a self-adjoint operator in X such that the operators e t > 0, 
